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 The following is a free translation of the voice recording of the late His Holiness 

Sri 1008 Vidyamanya Tirtha of Sri Palimaru/Bhandarakeri Matha on the subject of the 

main Prameyas of Thathvavada. The cassettes were distributed on the special occasion of 

the 80 th anniversary of acceptance of the vows of asceticism by the revered Swamiji. 

The special audio record was made in Prabhath Studios, where the Swamiji inspite of his 

advanced age and weakness gave this wonderful, concise and very effective advice 

summing up the entire message of Acharya Madhva in about one hour of recorded talk in 

Kannada. 

 

 “NarAyanAya paripoornagunArnavAya vishvOdayasthithilayOnniyathipradAya 

jnAnapradAya vibudhAsurasaukhyadukhasathkAranaya vithathAya namo 

namasthE” 

 

 All the good people of the world always desire only happiness and want to be free 

from sorrow. But the manner in which one gets relieved from misery has to be examined. 

The materialist thinkers (Nasthikas) aspire for worldly pleasures and do not desire any 

other kind of happiness.  Only the spiritual aspirants (Asthikas)  think that the pleasures 

of the world are not pure but are always accompanied by sorrow. They want to have pure 

happiness unmixed with sorrow and therefore examine the causes for such sorrows. 

Advaita and Bauddha schools say that the world itself is unreal and hence the happiness, 

sorrow etc of the world are also unreal. Therefore it is not correct to desire the unreal 

entities.  But, the Asthikas  and good people of the world believe that the world is real, 

the pleasures, happiness and sorrows of the world are also real. They examine as to how 

they can get happiness untainted with sorrow.  Some believe that happiness is secured by  

the performance of good deeds, while sorrow is the result of bad actions.  This is not 

correct. As different people give different reasons for this – as Prakruthi (Nature), Karma 

(past actions) – it becomes difficult to know exactly what the reasons are.  Under such 

circumstances, God has given a very fruitful life to deserving souls in which they are 

given the means for understanding the solution to this problem.  During such a life, one 

can study and understand the Vedas, which have no authorship and which are unmatched 

for their validity.  Thus, the manner in which one can secure happiness without sorrow 

can be understood by studying the Vedas. For understanding the Vedas correctly, God 

Himself in His incarnation as Veda Vyasa has composed the Brahma Sutras, which 

decide their correct meaning. Acharya Madhva has written a Bhashya (commentary) on 

the Brahma Sutras, which is the most accurate and is superior to all others.  Though there 

are 21 other Bhashyas composed earlier by others, they are contradicting each other and 

are invalid.  Acharya Madhva alone has studied the Brahma Sutras with Sri Veda Vyasa 

Himself and has thus composed his 37 compositions (including Brahma Sutra Bhashya) 

to determine the correct meanings of the Vedas in strict accordance to the teaching of Sri 

VedaVyasa.  Sri Vyasatirtha has composed TAtparya Chandrika (to annotate and explain 

Acharya Madhva’s Bhashyas). He has also composed a shloka, which summarises the 

purport of all the Bhashyas of Acharya Madhva, which I am stating here. 



Srimanmadhvamathe harihparatharah satyam jagath thathvatho bhEdah  

JivaganAh harEranucharAh nichOcchabhAvamgathAh 

MukthirnaijasukhAnubhUthih amalAthathbhakthischa thathsAdhanam 

akshAditritayam pramAnam akhilAmnAyaikavEdyo harih 

 

There are ten tenets in this shloka. These are  

 “harihparatharah” -  Vishnu is the greatest.    

 “satyam jagath” – this world is nor unreal, but is real. This world was created 

by God Himself – “Bahuchithrajagath bahudhaakaranaath” - this wonderful world with 

its immensity and diversity was created with a large number of entities by God and is 

thus real.   

“tatvatobhedah’ – the differences between the Supreme Being and the soul, one 

soul and another, the soul and inert matter (jada), the Supreme Being and jada and that 

between one jada and another (the fivefold differences) are real (Tatvato). 

“jivaganaah hareranucharAh” – all the souls are eternal servants (Dasa) of the 

Supreme Being. They will remain so even after liberation (Moksha). 

“nichocchabhavamgathAh” – the souls have different svabhava (innate 

characteristics).  The svabhava can be broadly divided into three classes – Sathvika, 

Rajasa and Thamasa, each of which has infinite further variations. Sathvika is the best, 

while Rajasa is medium and Thamasa is the lowest. Thus, there are gradations in innate 

quality of the souls. 

“mukthirnaijasukhAnubhUthih” – Moksha is the state where the soul remains 

near the Supreme Being and enjoys bliss, which is innate in his svabhava or in his innate 

nature.  There is no sorrow in Moksha.  

“amalA bhakthischa thathsAdhanam” –  Pure devotion towards the Supreme 

Being without any hatred towards Him is the means for attaining Moksha. 

“akshAdi tritayam pramAnam” -  Prathyaksha (direct cognition), Yukthi 

(logic) and Shasthra (valid scriptures) are the valid authorities to learn the truth on any 

subject. The subject of infinite Vedas is the Supreme Being,  who is full of infinite 

auspicious qualities (which can not be fully described by all the infinite Vedas even by 

considering that each word describes one such quality).  Thus God is to be known only 

by recourse to all the Vedas  (akhilAmnayaikavEdyo harih). 

Note : The items listed above are only nine in number, while the Swamiji has 

spoken of tem items. This is not an error, but the first item -  Harih paratharah – 

actually consists of two items – Hari sarvotthama and Vayu Jivotthama  as will be 

explained later by the Swamiji. 

All the important tenets are thus stated briefly by Sri Vyasaraja. Out of these the 

first, Harih Paratharah – Narayana is the greatest and superior to all others – is the most 

important. We are explaining this with reference to the Vedas, Geetha and Yukthi 

(logical derivation).  

“Harihparatharah” –  

Why should the superiority (sarvotthamathva) of Hari be accepted?  Some say 

that Rudra is Sarvotthama, some say Brahma and some say Ganapathi is sarvotthama. As 

each are saying different things, how should we decide as to who is the Sarvotthama.  Sri 

Vyasaraya is declaring that Hari is sarvotthama, and by his words “harihparatharah” 

indicates the valid basis (pramana) also for the conclusion.  The pramanas are : 



Vedas – “Agnirvai devAnAm avamah,  vishnuh paramah” 

Agni is the lowest among the gods and Vishnu is the greatest (amongst gods). 

Thus Vishnu’s greatness is stated in the Vedas. Agni receives and reaches the sacrificial 

offerings (Havis) to all the gods. The gods who get the offering are greater than him and 

Vishnu is the greatest of them. Thus Veda clearly states that Vishnu is the greatest god.  

In Narayana Upanishath, there is another statement – “Yaccha kinchith 

jagathsarvam drishyathE shrUyathEpi vA antharbahishcha thathsarvam vyApya 

nArAyanah sthithah”.   Narayana is immanent in all entities, in all space and time and 

controls them. Only by His presence in them, these entities exist, and can perform any 

action.  

Mahabharatha is called Panchama Veda (fifth veda) on account of its flawless 

validity. In the Mahabharatha there is a shloka :  “NAsthi nArAayanasamam na bhuthO 

na bhavishyathi yEthEna sathyavAkyEna sarvArthAn sAdhayAmyaham”.  There is none 

equal to Narayana either in the past or in the future. This clear enunciation from 

Mahabharatha proves the sarvotthamathva of Narayana/Vishnu. 

The Bhagavadgeetha is the essence of the Mahabharatha and the Upanishads.  In 

the Geetha, there is a shloka – “Matthah paratharam nAnyath kinchidasthi dhananjaya”. 

This means – Oh Arjuna, there is none other than me who is the most superior (to all). I 

alone am the most superior to all. There is none superior or equal to me. This clear 

statement by the Lord Krishna Himself states Vishnu Sarvotthamathva. The same  word 

Parathara used in the Geetha has also been used by Sri Vyasaraya.  This indicates that the 

conclusion of Vishnu Sarvotthamathva can be arrived at,  by the statement in the Geetha, 

which is the essence of all the Shastras.  Thus, it is concluded that as Krishna is an 

incarnation of Lord Narayana, Narayana is the greatest of all.   

Here a question can be raised on the word Parathara. The word is derived from 

Para, Parathara and Parathama – Superior, more superior and most superior. Krishna has 

said that he is Parathara and not Parathama. A doubt can therefore arise whether there is 

someone else who is Parathama other than Krishna. But, this is not correct, as actually 

both the words mean the same. Acharya Madhva has given the meaning of the word Para 

as one who is never afflicted by sorrow (either in the past or in future).  Only Lakshmi 

and Narayana are qualified to be called as Para, as neither of them is ever affected by 

sorrow.  As there are only two such persons, who can be compared, the comparitive word 

Parathara also indicates Parathama. Krishna has said in the Geetha : 

“DvAvimau purushau lOkE ksharaschAakshara yEva cha 

ksharassarvAni bhuthAni kootasthO akshara ucchyathe 

utthamah purushasthvanyah paramAthmedyudAhruthah 

yO lOkathrayamAavishya bibharthyavyaya Iswarah 

yasmAth ksharamatheethOham aksharAdapi chOtthamah 

athOsmi lOkE vEdE cha prathithah purushOtthamah 

yO mAmEvasammUdho jAnAthi purushOtthamam 

sa sarvavith bhajathi mAm sarvabhAvena bhAratha. 

Ithi guhyathamam shAsthram idamuktham mayAnagha 

Yethath buddhvA buddhimAn syAth krithakrithyascha bhAratha” 

These shlokas constitute the essence of Bhagavadgeetha. Krishna is explaining 

that He is Purushotthama or Sarvotthama (superior to all others). The word Purusha is 

used to denote all chethanas or living souls, who can be divided into those who have to 



go through destruction of the body (in transmigration like us) and those who have no 

such experience. All souls right up to Brahma and other gods have to experience loss of 

their body during Pralaya (universal dissolution) and are thus Kshara purushas.  Only  

Lakshmi does not have any destruction of her body at any time. She has a body whose 

essence is made of Jnana, Ananda etc. She is called Purusha, though she is feminine as 

she has the capacity of a Purusha (masculine gender).  Narayana is superior to both 

Kshara and Akshara purushas.  This is the essence of all the Vedas, all the Shastras and 

the entire Geetha.  This has also been stated by Acharya Shankara also in his Bhashya : 
“Na kEvalam sarvO hi geethashAsthrarthah samAsena ukthah kinthu samastha 

shasthrArthashcha”. This means that the statement that Narayana is Purushotthama is not 

just the purport of the entire Geetha, but is also the essence of all the Shastras.  In the 

shloka – “Yo lOkathrayamAvishya bibarthi avyayah Iswarah” which occurs here – the 

use of the word Iswara who is immanent  every where and controls and supports every 

thing can give a possible meaning that Rudra is being referred to, as he is commonly 

known as Iswara. To clarify this, Acharya Shankara writes – “Iswarah Ishanasheelo 

nArAyanah”  or Iswara means Narayana who controls every one else and not Rudra.  

Thus the doubt that Acharya Shankara may hold Rudra as sarvotthama is also removed.  

He has clearly held that Narayana is purushotthama according to the Shastras and this 

fact is the essence of all the Shastras.  

Acharya Madhva has also established by valid pramanas that Narayana is 

sarvotthama. This superiority is not Vyavaharika ( as held by Acharya Shankara) but is 

Paramarthika. (Vyavaharika means that it is essentially unreal but has a kind of real 

existence in the world, which will get sublated eventually, while Paramarthika means that 

it is absolutely real and will never get sublated.)  Sri Ramanuja Acharya also says that 

Narayana is sarvotthama, but also says that in Mukthi, the liberated souls and Narayana 

have equal bliss.  This parama samya (complete equivalence) of bliss contradicts the 

sarvotthamathva of Narayana which should be there at all times.  Only Acharya Madhva 

has categorically stated that Narayana is sarvotthama.   

Rudra and Brahma etc give boons to Daithyas and Rakshasas of becoming 

immortal (after they seek such boons with severe penance).  Narayana in His incarnations 

on the earth rejects these boons and kills such Daithyas.  It is therefore clear that 

Narayana is superior to Rudra and Brahma, as He can overcome their boons. It is thus 

concluded that Narayana is neither equal to or identical with Rudra and Brahma, but is 

sarvotthama. We have explained briefly the subject of the Sarvotthamathva of Narayana 

(by the valid pramanas of Vedas, Mahabharatha, Geetha and Yukthi.) 

“harihparatharah” – Vayu jivotthamathva 
The Jivotthamathva of Vayu is also an important tenet, as the sarvotthamathva of 

Hari. There is an opinion that this has not been stated in this shloka. But Sri Vyasaraya 

has stated  this subject also here and thus has included all the important tenets.  How is 

the statement of Harih paratharah interpreted to mean Vayu jivotthamah is like this: 

Harih means Vayu just as it means Narayana. In Amara kosha, Hari is shown as a name 

for Vayu. Thus the words Harih paratharah mean that Vayu jivotthamah also.  But, Vayu 

can not be Para as he is not always free from sorrow (only 2 persons are Para as 

explained earlier). But Vayu, though not free always from sorrow is not having the effect 

(peeda) of sorrow.  To give an example, small children cry when hungry, but as adults, 

we say that hunger is a good thing as we enjoy our food when hungry.  But how can 



Vayu  be denoted by the word Para as he is not free from sorrow always? How can he be 

called Parathara?  Para also means Utthama (superior). Vayu is also devoted to the 

Supreme Being, and meditates upon him, without a break, even for an instant. As stated – 

Shuddhe bhagavathe dharme niratho  yadvrikodarah” – he is always devoted to God. 

Such a person who is in Shuddha bhagavatha dharma is Para. Here it does not mean 

eternally free from sorrow. Bharathi, the consort of Vayu, Saraswathi (consort of 

Brahma) are all such persons. Rudra and other gods some times have hatred for God, and 

thus are not in such classification.  Only 5 persons – Lakshmi, Brahma, Vayu, Saraswathi 

and Bharathi are in shuddha bhagavatha dharma. These can be called by the word Para. 

Saraswathi and Bharathi can thus be called Para and their consorts Brahma and Vayu can 

be described as Parathara. Lakshmi would be Parathama. Thus Vayu is correctly 

described as Parathara as he is the greatest soul. But another question can be raised, why 

has the word Hari been used instead of Vayu?  This is justified on the basis of 

Mathyaikya – or identical opinion or conclusion. Vayu never thinks in a manner different 

from the will of the Lord. We should understand that Sri Vyasaraya has used the same 

word Hari to describe both  God and Vayu to indicate this.  To establish the 

Jivotthamathva of Vayu (superiority over Rudra and all other jivas) we will give the 

support of the pramana from the Vedas.  There is a story narrated in the Veda. In the past 

both the gods and daithyas joined together to churn the milky ocean. At first, a great 

poison called Kaalakoota came up as a result of the churning, which had the potential of 

destroying the entire world. There was a boon given by Brahma that no one could even 

touch it.  Vayu who is not affected by the boon given by Brahma (being of equal stature) 

collected the poison in a golden vessel and then took it in his hands. He rubbed and 

kneaded the poison repeatedly to remove its destructive potential. A small portion of the 

poison so rendered weak was given by Vayu to Rudra to drink.  Rudra found it very 

difficult to tolerate the pain due to the poison.  His neck became blue and he became 

known as Neelakanta. When a small quantity of the poison went down, he lost 

consciousness.  He regained consciousness after he was touched by Narayana by His 

hand. Vayu then drank the entire Kaalakoota poison and he did not have any difficulty 

what so ever.  There is a Rig Veda manthra in this regard :  “VayurasmA 

upAmanthathpinashmismA kunannamA  keshee vishasya pAthrena 

yadrudrenApEbathsaha”   . This manthra means -  Keshee – Kaschaasau ishascha keshah 

– keshah asyaastheethi keshee – Keshee is a name for Vayu as he has Narayana who is of 

the essence of eternal bliss as his Lord always. He meditates always in his heart, the form 

of Narayana without a break. Kunannama is another name for Vayu as he destroys evil 

persons – kuthsithan adhah paathayathi.  The three words Vayu, Keshee and kunannama 

have been used to describe Vayu in this text.  Asmaa – asmai – for the sake of Rudra and 

upaamanthatha – means rubbing and kneading in his hand.  Pinashmisma  means to 

convert into fine powder – here it means that its essence was removed. Rudrena saha 

apibath – drank along with Rudra. This shows that Vayu was the main drinker of the 

poison and Rudra was secondary.  When a statement is made that the Guru came along 

with his disciples, - Shishyena saha Guruh aagathah – the Guru is primary and the 

shishyas are secondary.  Thus Vayu drank the Kalakoota poison without any fear or ill 

effects.  Rudra found it very difficult and suffered the effects of the poison. The word 

Rudra has been used – “Sorodeeth yadarodeeth thadrudrasya rudrathvam” – This vedic 

passage says that the name Rudra was given because he cried. Vayu on the other hand is 



given this name – based on Vaya – he was fully capable in movement.  The word Keshee 

also suggests that as he was meditating the blissful form of Narayana, he did not suffer 

any sorrow.  On the other hand, Rudra is known - Abhisheka-priya shivah –as the deity 

who enjoys constant pouring of water on his head – which is prevalent in all temples of 

Rudra from that time.  Thus it is clearly established that Vayu is superior to Rudra. 

There is a shloka in Mahabharatha as follows : 

“Balmindrasya girishah girishasya balam maruth 

 balam thasya harih sakshath na hareh balamanyathah”. 

Indra is the king of all gods. Rudra gives strength even to Indra.  Maruth or Vayu 

gives strength to Rudra himself. Vayu is given his strength by Sri Hari Himself. Narayana 

or Hari does not get his strength from any one else. This shows that Vayu is jivotthama 

being greater than even Rudra who is himself a great soul and known to be superior to the 

other souls.  We can also see a Pramana from Geetha for Vayu Jivotthamathva.  In the 

beginning of the Mahabharatha war, Duryodhana after seeing the vast armies on both 

sides gets bewildered and goes to Dronacharya and tells him : “ParyAptham 

thvidamEthEshAm balam bhImAbhirakshitham, aparyAptham thadsmAkam balam 

bhIshmAbhirakshitham”. Bhima was an incarnation of Vayu and his presence in the 

much smaller army of the Pandavas made it adequate (paryaptham) as compared to the 

much larger army of the Kauravas led by great warriors like Bhishma, Drona and 

Ashwathama, an incarnation of Rudra, which was considered inadequate to fight by 

Duryodhana himself.  This proves that Bhimasena’s presence in the smaller army made it 

superior to the much larger army where Aswathama was also fighting. Thus, Vayu is 

superior to Rudra. Duryodhana was an enemy of Pandavas and his words expressing a 

judgement against his own side carry conviction just as in a court, when a witness for 

prosecution gives evidence favourable to the defence.  

In gods, there is a rule stated in Brahmanda Purana  -  “DEvEshu balinAmEva 

bhakthijnAnena chAnyathA”. Amongst gods who incarnate on the earth, who so ever is 

stronger will also have greater devotion and knowledge (Bhakthi and Jnana).  Thus all the 

qualities Jnana, Bhakthi and Strength must be greater in Bhimasena than in Aswatthama, 

an incarnation of Rudra. Thus Vayu is proved to be the Jivotthama. Thus the second 

subject of Vayu Jivotthamathva is established by Geetha also.  

“satyam jagath” –  

“satyam jagath” is the third subject.  Acharya Madhva has stated authoritatively 

that the world is real. Advaita says – When we see a shell from a distance, we think it is 

silver, but when we go near it, we see that it is not silver, but is shell. The silver is 

therefore unreal. According to Advaita, the only real entity, Nirguna Brahma is all 

pervading every where, and nothing else is real. He is wrongly seen as the world, just as 

the shell is seen as silver. The world is aropitha (superposed) on the adhishtana (stratum) 

of Brahma and hence is unreal. If the world is unreal, the greatness of the Supreme Being 

stated in the Shastras is lost – Bahuchithrajagath bahudhAa karanAth 

parashakthirananthagunah paramah” – The Supreme Being has infinite auspicious 

qualities and his greatness is indescribable as He has created this immense and wonderful 

world with a large number of special features. He has infinite capacity to do so. With the 

knowledge of His greatness and infinite auspicious qualities, we offer our deep devotion 

and secure His blessings to get ourselves released from the Samsara or the cycle of births 

and deaths.  If the world itself is unreal, its creation is also unreal and so is His greatness.  



We will not have devotion in God and thus will be unable to secure His grace and 

redemption from the Samsara.  In order to avoid this most undesirable but logical end of 

the Advaita tenet of unreality of the world, Acharya Madhva has established the Reality 

of the world as the next important tenet of his philosophy.   

The absolute reality of the world is given in the Vedas : 

“Vishvam satyam maghavaana yovoridApashcha na praminanthi vratham vA” - 

Rigveda 

The world is real and not unreal. 

“YacchikEtha satyamith”  - Rigveda. 

The world created by God is real and true and is not unreal. 

Similarly in the well known Geetha shloka :  “Asatyam aprathishtam the’  

jagadAhuranEswaram” – Those who say that the world is unreal are Asuras. They also 

say that there is no God.  

One would like to know the basis on which Advaita holds that the world is unreal 

or whether they have any basis at all.  They base their statement on the text – “NEha 

nAnAsthi kinchana”. This is interpreted to mean that there is only Brahman which 

pervades every where and the world is seen as superposed on it. We cognise Brahman 

wrongly as the world (as in the example of the nonexistent silver seen in the real shell).  

This is not the correct meaning of the text. Acharya Madhva explains it differently. The 

Supreme Being has many forms such as Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Narasimha, Vamana, 

Bhargava, Rama, Krishna etc. All such forms are not different from each other, but are 

the same. These forms have Achinthya Shakthi (incomprehensible powers) of the Lord, 

thus though He is one, He shows Himself in several forms.  This is the correct meaning 

explained by Acharya Madhva. The world is also called Asath some times on account of 

its being Ashubha (being mixed with unholy impurities).  God is the holiest entity and 

from that point of view the world is Ashubha – being associated with sorrow.  Acharya 

Madhva has established both by the Veda and Geetha texts that the world is real, its 

creation is real and the greatness of the God who creates such a world is also real. By 

realising His greatness, devotion to Him follows. With this true devotion, God is pleased 

and liberates us from the bondage of the Samsara. Thus, Acharya Madhva has given the 

correct explanation of the reality of the world, the knowledge of which finally leads to 

God's’grace. 

What is the teaching of Sri Ramanujacharya on Jagathsathyathva? He also says 

that the world is real. If this teaching is not unique to Acharya Madhva, how can it be 

included in the list of his tenets?  Ramanuja says that Karya (resultant product) and 

Karana (transformatory causes) are identical. Thus the pot which is produced out of clay 

is identical with it. Similarly, the world is the product of Prakruthi and is identical with it. 

Acharya Madhva accepts both Bheda (difference) and Aikya (identity) for such Karya 

and Karana, but Ramanuja accepts only Aikya or Identity.  Such Prakruthi, which is the 

cause of the world is not cognisable by the senses and is thus called Avyaktha. The world 

which is a Karya of Avyaktha must also be similarly not cognisable. But, we are seeing 

the world. This can be compared to the elephant seen in a dream. The elephant is unreal 

and is wrongly cognised as real (Bhranti). Thus, as the world and Avyaktha are both the 

same and Avyaktha can not be cognised, Sri Ramanuja has to accept that the cognising of 

the world is like dream or Bhranthi. Thus the world will have to be accepted as uinreal. 



According to their tenets, it is not possible to establish the reality of the world. Thus the 

reality of the world is an unique siddhantha of Acharya Madhva alone. 

“tatvatobhedah’ – 

The word Tatvato here should be applied with Harisarvotthamathva, Vayu 

Jivotthamathva) as well as Jagath sathyathva. The word means Thathvika or in Essence. 

This rules out concepts like Vyavaharika Sathya (real only for the purposes of the world 

which will be later sublated by Brahma Jnana, when it will be seen as unreal) – which 

Advaita propounds.  Thus the concepts of Hari Sarvotthamathva, Vayu Jivotthamathva 

and the reality of the world are Yathartha – absolutely real and will never be sublated at 

any time. 

Dvaitha siddhantha means that God and the Jiva are not identical and are always 

different. The doctrine preaching their identity is wrong.  In Advaita, Brahma and Jiva 

are identical. In a Drama, an ordinary person is made up as a king. He is not really a king. 

Similarly, the Jiva is seen as one in the world due to the Avarana (cover) of Ajnana, but 

he is the same as Brahma. The Jiva becoming one with Brahma is Moksha. This Advaita 

tenet is not according to the Vedas, which state only difference between Jiva and Brahma. 

It is also said that knowing the difference between them is a means of attaining Moksha.  

The AtharvanOpanishath says : 

“Jushtam bhidA pashyathanyameesham  asya mahimAnam ithi veethashokah”  

One who knows that the Lord is different from oneself will understand His 

greatness. By such knowledge, he will be rid of the sorrows of the world  - attain Mukthi. 

Knowing that God is our master, is different from us all, thus leads to Moksha. This is a 

yathartha jnana (Correct knowledge) as it leads to Mukthi. As Bheda Jnana (knowledge 

of difference) is Yathartha, Bheda or difference is real.  

 There is another shloka also from Atharvanopanishad 

“DvA suparnA sayujA sakhAyA samAnam vriksham parishasvajAthe 

 thayOranyah pippalam svAdvatthyanashnan anyO abhichAkasheethi” 

There are two birds on a tree. One eats the fruit and the other does not eat any 

thing.  The body is a tree, in which one bird called Jiva and one called Paramathma dwell. 

The first eats the fruits of the body, while the other eats nothing.  This shruti is clearly 

stating that the Jiva and Paramathma are different. 

But there is one shruti in Chandogya Upanishath – SA AthmA Tatvamasi. Does 

this shruti not state the identity of the Jiva with Brahma? – Thvam (you) are Thath asi – 

are Brahma only – as claimed by Advaita.  This is the teaching of Uddhalaka, the father, 

to his son  Shwethakethu.  He is saying to his son – Oh, Shwethakethu, you are 

Paramathma Himself, who is Sarvajna (all knowing) etc.  If Identity is not accepted, how 

is this shruti to be taken into account? But, the same text can be interpreted as – You are 

Adhina or controlled by Paramathma. The reason for adopting this interpretation is :  

Near the text itself, there is a statement previously – SanmUlah somyEmAh sarvAh 

prajAh sadAyathanAh sathprathishtAh”.  Sath means Brahma. For all the Jivas the primal 

cause (for their creation etc) is Paramathma. He is the shelter and location for them. He is 

the giver of Moksha and their redeeemer. This text clearly indicates that the Jivas and 

Paramathma are different.  There is another text – Atha sampathsyathe – which means 

going near God, by attaining good Jnana, which does nor indicate their identity, but the 

continuing difference. Thus, as there are texts both before and after the Tatvamasi 

statement, which state Difference only, This text alone can not state Identity, as it will 



become mutually contradictory. This text will have to be interpreted to mean that the Jiva 

is dependent or under the absolute control of Paramathma. Even Shankaracharya has to 

accept this interpretation.  In his commentary on the Brahma Suthra -  “Aum  The 

indriyAni thadvyapadEshath anyathra shrEshtath aum” – where the Upanishath says that 

the eleven Indriyas claim that they are them selves  Pranas, Shankaracharya has 

concluded that this should be interpreted to mean that the Indriyas are under the control 

of Mukhya Prana.  This is based on the reasoning that there are previous and subsequent 

texts stating difference between Prana and Indriyas. If it is stated in the middle, that there 

is Identity between them, there will be disparity in the context. Thus, it will have to be 

concluded that Indriyas are under the control of Mukhya Prana, and such should be the 

purport of the so called Identity statement. Similarly in the text Tatvamasi, as there are 

previous and subsequent texts stating Difference only, this text should also be interpreted 

as – Thadadhina thvamasi – You are under Its control. This text therefore does not preach 

Identity of the soul with Brahman. 

There is another text in Mandukya Upanishath – “Mayamathramidam dvaitam 

Advaitam paramartatah” . This statement seems to convey that Dvaitha is unreal and only 

Advaita is Paramarthika – absolute reality. This superficial meaning is not correct and 

when we understand the true meaning we feel satisfied. Idam Dvaitham – means the 

previously described Dvaitham – The Upanishath describes four forms of the Lord – 

Vishva in the right eye, Thaijasa – in the neck, PrAjna in the heart and Thuriya, which is 

present in Moksha. When these are so described one can conclude that they are different 

in essence from each other. There is another text also here  –  

“KaryakAranabaddhau thAvishyEthe vishvathejasau 

 prajnah kAranabaddhasthu dvau thu thuryE na siddhyathah” 

The forms Vishva, Thaijasa and Prajna appear to have contrary characteristics 

(Viruddha dharma) which strengthens the conclusion that these forms are different in 

essence from each other.  But these characteristics are not contrary, as the Supreme Being 

exhibits some in one form and others in other forms.  Thus this text – Mayamathram . etc 

should be understood to have the purport that the Dvaita or difference that appears to 

exist in the four forms of the Lord is Mayamathram – unreal and Advaita – absolute unity 

in essence of the various forms of the Lord is Paramarthika – real in the absolute sense.  

Thus there is no Advaita text which clearly states Identity of the soul with the Supreme 

Being when examined fully in the context. On the other hand, there are a large number of 

texts which state the Difference between them.  JivEshwarabhEda thathvathah – 

Difference between the soul and Supreme being is Paramathika and not Vyavaharika is 

the real purport of the shruties.  

Does Sri Ramanujacharya accept the Difference between the soul and the 

Supreme Being? Though he accepts Difference, he also states Samya – equality between 

the soul and God. This samya is with regard to Bliss in Mukthi – the released souls have 

the same bliss as God.  This quality of Bliss is the greatest quality of the Chetanas and 

when complete equality  in this respect is stipulated between God and the soul, there is no 

gradation or superiority of God over the released souls. Thus even Ramanujacharya does 

not accept the correct quality of Difference – where in the Supreme Being  is in essence 

far superior to the Jiva. 

The Difference between the Supreme being and the soul being real is also stated 

in the Bhagavadgeetha.  



“Utthamah purushasthvanyah paramAthmEthyudAhruthah 

 yo lokathrayamAvishya bibharthyavyaya Ishwarah”.  

This shloka is crystal clear about Difference and can not be interpreted in any 

other manner. Utthamah purushasthvanyah – there is another superior purusha – other 

than Kshara and Akshara. The word Anya  clearly says that He is different from all souls 

and He is the Antharyami or inner controller in all and supports them. This is itself an 

indication as to why is He is Anya or different.  Thus this Geetha Vakya clearly states 

Jiveshwara Bheda. There is no Geetha text which states Identity between the soul and 

God. There is a text - :Kshethrajnam chApi  mAm viddhi sarvakshethreshu bhAratha in 

the Geetha ( 13 th Chapter). Acharya Shankara has interpreted this shloka to support 

Advaita.  He has not found any other shloka which he can claim teaches Advaita. The 

previous shloka in the same chapter – 

“Idam sharIram kauntheya kshethramithyabhidhEyathe 

 yethadyo vetthi tham prAhuh kshethrajna ithi thadviduh”  

He interprets this shloka to mean that the body is Kshethra and one who knows it 

is Kshethrajna. As it is the Jiva who knows his body, the statement “Kshethrajnam maam 

viddhi” is interpreted to mean – Oh, Arjuna, know me to be the Jiva. I am not different 

from the Jiva. But this is contradicted by the statement that Krishna is Purushotthama – 

the most superior person. It is also stated that this is the essence of all Shastras. Here, 

only Difference between the Jiva and God is asserted, but in the 13 th Chapter – as per 

Shankara’s bhashya – only Abheda or Identity is being stated. These are irreconcilable 

and inconsistent. Therefore, the shloka has to be interpreted differently. The Sharira 

refers to the entire universe and just as the Jiva is the master of his body, Paramathma is 

the master of the entire Universe. Just as the presence of the Jiva in the body makes all its 

components function, the entire Universe performs all its actions because of the 

immanent presence and control of God. Thus, the entire Universe is like the body of God 

and He makes it perform, just like the jiva does it for his body. Only God knows the 

entire universe, while the Jiva does not even know his own body.  When he is sick, he 

goes to the doctor to understand what is the sickness of his body and he does not know 

what is wrong with it. Thus the person who knows the body is not Jiva at all, but the one 

who knows the entire Universe is Paramathma, who is Kshethrajna. Thus Lord Krishna is 

saying here, Oh Arjuna, Do not think that I am an ordinary person.  I am the one who 

knows the entire Universe (Prapancha) and thus am a Sarvajna. Thus I am the creator 

Himself, and not an ordinary Jiva. Unless this meaning is given, there will be 

inconsistency in the purport of the Geetha.  

In the shloka, “Sriman Madhvamathe ..”, so far four subjects, Harih paratharah, 

Vayu Jivotthamathva, Vishva Sathyathva and there are essential Differences in the Jiva 

and Ishwara have been so far explained. Now let us take up the fifth subject – Hareh 

Anucharaah” – All jivas are the servants(Daasa) of Paramarthma 

jivaganaah hareranucharaah : 

The Jiva being Daasa meaning God’s servant is claimed by all religions. But no 

one says that this state is Nithya – beginningless and eternal. Advaita states Brahmaikya 

or Identity. But, if one interprets the Shastras in their entirety correctly, the Jivas are not 

only Daasas in the world here, but remain so even after Mukthi.  The Pramana for this is : 

“Sukham Dukham bhavo bhAvo bhayam chAbhayameva cha 

 ahimsA samathA drishtih thapO dAnam vishO vishA 



 bhavanthi bhAvA bhUthAnAm mattha yeva prithak vidhA” 

This shows that all the good qualities and defects in the Jiva are under the control 

of God and the Jiva is not independently having such qualities. The word Anuchara 

means that the Jivas are dependent – Asvathanthra. If the Jiva was independent, he would 

always desire only happiness, and he should always get it as he is independent. But our 

experience shows that this does not happen and thus it is concluded that the Jiva is 

dependent. Only God is independent. To give an example – a small child is under the 

control of the mother. She makes it walk by holding its hands and guiding it. The child 

also walks a short distance. If she leaves the child, it can not walk by itself.  God is like 

the mother and the Jivas are like the child and are Anucharas – dependents. In Moksha, 

this kind of total dependence of the child on the mother is not there.  The natural essential 

quality of the Jiva is exhibited, when he has some capacity. This capacity is still under the 

control of God. 

“Dravyam karma cha kaalascha svabhaavo jiva eva cha 

 yadanugrahathah santhi na santhi yadupekshayA” 

The beginningless essential nature of the Jiva is under the control of God. 

Anucharathva means this.  The Jiva thinks and desires as per the will of the Lord and God 

has willed that all such desires should be fulfilled.  Thus, this state of dependence to the 

will of God is not resulting in any sorrow to the Muktha soul. He finds that all his desires 

made in a state of bliss without sorrow are always fulfilled. He does not have to ask for 

this or that desire to be fulfilled, but he will always have the desire to be near 

Paramathma. This is also fulfilled, and therefore there is no shortcoming of any kind in 

the fulfillment of desires to the liberated soul and no sorrow. Acceptance of such a 

dependence in Mukthi stated by the Shastras is therefore in order.  

What is Moksha? “Sa BrahmayogayukthAthmA sukhamakshayamashnuthe” – 

This shloka in Chapter 5 of Bhagavadgeetha describes Akshaya Sukha - eternal bliss of 

the liberated soul in Moksha.  Different schools give different descriptions of Moksha. 

Some say that Jiva will become one with Brahma in Moksha. Tharkikas say that there is 

no bliss in Moksha, but only absence of sorrow.  Sri Ramanujacharya says that there is 

equality of bliss in Moksha for the Muktha soul with God Himself.  Bauddhas say that 

the Jiva himself is destroyed and there is only Shunya in Moksha. These are incorrect. 

When some one claims the absence of sorrow in Moksha as the end, we should say that 

there is some Sukha or happiness in Samsara and some times absence of sorrow also. No 

body would like to give up this state to go to Moksha just to get eternal absence of sorrow 

without any happiness or bliss. Even a stone has no sorrow, can one describe it as the 

state of Moksha for the stone?  The Tharkikas have to reply that the stone does not 

experience any feelings either of sorrow or happiness, but the absence of misery is 

actually experienced by the Muktha soul. But, one who is already experiencing absence 

of misery along with a great deal of happiness in Samsara would normally want more 

bliss and less or no sorrow and would not desire only no sorrow without any happiness of 

Mukthi. Such a person would give up study, worship and meditation towards God, but 

will instead concentrate on finding out further means to increase his happiness in 

Samsara.  This concept of Moksha is therefore not correct. 

Similarly, Identity with Brahma can not also be a desired Moksha. The Nirguna 

Brahman with whom Identity is sought is without Jnana (knowledge), Sukha (bliss). 

Identity with Him for the Jiva is not a Purushartha (desirable goal) as there is nothing to 



experience or achieve.  The Shunya bhava of the Bauddhas means end of the Jiva himself 

in Moksha. No jiva would like to work for his own end and on the other hand, he would 

like to exist for ever.  Ramanujacharuya’s concept of Parama Samya in Mukthi – equality 

of bliss of the Muktha soul with that of God is also very incorrect. There is a Yukthi or 

logical proposition – 

“SAdhanasya utthamathvEna sAdhyancha utthamamApnuyuh” 

Gods headed by Brahma perform great service to Paramathma, while what we do 

is very little in comparison. Hanumantha performed great services to Rama with very 

great devotion. We will never have such deep and sustained devotion to the Supreme 

Being. Acharya Madhva concludes that the result of Bliss in Mukthi must be dependent 

on and proportionate to the devotion and service performed in Samsara. Taratamya or 

gradation amongst souls will persist in Moksha also, because it is a part of the essence of 

the soul itself. If We, Hanumantha and God Himself all have equal bliss in Moksha – 

such a state would be unfair and improper. All religions accept that devotion to the 

Supreme Being is essential for our redemption. Acharya Shankara has composed Bhaja 

govindam – moodha mathe to stress this. He also accepts that devotion in God is 

essential. A devotee would not perform evil actions and will not do harm to others. If all 

persons are to be good, they should all be devotees to the Supreme Being.  In the Geetha, 

Lord Krishna says : 

“BhakthyA thvananyayA shakya ahamEvam vidhOrjuna 

 jnAthum drashtum cha thathvEna pravEshtum cha paramthapa” 

Paramathma’s grace is obtained only through devotion and in no other way. Thus 

Devotion is a must for God’s grace and Redemption. In Bhagavadgeetha while devotion 

has been stated, in Bhagavatha, even hatred (Dvesha) has also been stated as a means for 

redemption.  There is a text – “Dveshath chaidyaadayo nrupa” – which means that 

Shishupala and others went to Moksha by having hatred for the Supreme Being. If it is 

held that devotion is essential for redemption, how can we justify the statement in 

Bhagavatha that even Hatred can lead to such redemption? Other Acharyas easily accept 

the position that Dvesha can also lead to Moksha, while also saying that devotion is 

essential to get redemption, which are mutually contradictory.  Only Acharya Madhva 

deals with the contradictory statements correctly.   He concludes that only Devotion is the 

means for Moksha and not Hatred to God. But, what is the meaning of the statement that 

Chaidya (Shishupala) and others got their Moksha by hatred? Only Acharya Madhva has 

explained this paradoxical statement.  Even such great gods like Rudra etc some times 

oppose the Supreme Being when they are influenced by evil asuras (aavesha).  This is 

similar to a  devoted wife who observes the rules of Pathivratha dharma, when she is 

influenced by evil spirits, will scold her husband badly by using singulars in addressing 

him. The husband will understand that his wife’s behaviour is temporary and not due to 

her natural self, but has been affected by extraneous evil which has affected her. So he 

will not take offence at his wife’s behaviour and will reward her based on her normal 

behaviour. Similarly, Lord Krishna also will not take into account temporary hatred by 

his devotees and will reward them according to their true devotion. Shishupala etc were 

natural devotees of the Lord who were his door keepers and their hatred towards Him 

was not natural to them, but due to temporary  effects of Asuravesha. So, the Supreme 

Being will not take into account such hatred, but will redeem his devotees based on their 

true devotion towards Him.  This also illustrates the characteristic that the Lord is an 



ocean of mercy – Kshamaasamudra – thus this statement in Bhagavatha is only 

illustrating an auspicious quality of the Supreme Being rather than state that Hatred 

towards Him will lead to redemption.  

There is another doubt. If God is pleased with our devotion, or prayers and would 

be angry with us for our hatred, He would be having the behaviour of a normal human 

being.  He will thus have the defect of being Sthothra Priya – always liking His adulation 

by others.  Acharya Madhva has explained this point. The Supreme Being takes note of 

the qualities of each of us and not His own adulation.  All our requirements are given by 

God to us in samsara. The benefits received from Him are thus very great.  It should be 

our duty to acknowledge this great benefactor. If one does not acknowledge it, it is a 

defect in the person – as he is called ungrateful. The sthothra or prayer of a devotee is in 

the form of acknowledgement of the great benefits received from God.  God notes that 

the devotee has good nature in acknowledging all the benefits received  from Him and it 

is this good nature that prompts Him to reward the soul and not the adulation done by 

him. In this manner, devotion is the greatest means for redemption. Such devotion is 

produced by : “SvadharmAcharanam shakthyA vidharmA cha nivarthanam" -  One 

should observe the prescribed duties (Svadharma) to the limits of one’s capacity. The 

word ShakthyA is important – The Shasthras do not say that one should observe all the 

prescribed duties always, but one should do so up to his capacity. Do not do Vidharma – 

evil actions. Such observation of Svadharma up to the limits of one’s capabilities will 

result in the mind being purified. When Shastras are studied under these conditions, their 

correct meaning will be understood. One will thus understand the greatness of God and 

get true devotion. Then, he should mentally evaluate Shasthra Jnana repeatedly 

(Manana), which will render it clear and firm. Devotion in God increases with this 

process, leading to Meditation on God (Dhyana). Dhyana means singlemindedness in 

thinking about God – without any distraction to the mind. Only the great and auspicious 

qualities of the Supreme Being should be contemplated upon.  When God’s grace is 

secured after such Dhyana, this leads to His Prathyaksha. When one “sees” God with His 

infinite auspicious qualities, Devotion increases further. When such great devotees preach 

to others, the listeners also become devotees. Therefore, other souls are also led towards 

redemption. The great devotees who have Aparoksha of the Lord thus please Him further 

by helping other souls along, which leads to final emancipation (Moksha).  Therefore 

devotion is essential for Moksha. 

“akshaadi tritayam pramaanam” 

Prathyaksha, Yukthi and Shasthra are the three pramanas.  Advaita says that after 

Brahma Sakshathkara ( after seeing Brahma), all other entities are seen to be unreal. This 

is not correct. In Bhagavadgeetha, there is a shloka : 

“Thathraikastham jagathkrithsnam pravibhaktham anEkadhA 

 apashyaddEvadEvasya sharIrE pAndavasthadA” 

Arjuna was given Divya chakshush (divine vision) when he was shown the 

Vishva Roopa by Paramathma. He saw the world also at the same time. He saw the 

wonderful world and the Supreme Being at the same time.  Though Arjuna had Brahma 

Prathyaksha at the time, the world continued to be seen by him. Thus the statement of 

Advaita that after Brahma Sakshathkara, the world will cease to exist is wrong. 

Therefore, all the three Prathyaksha, Shasthra and Yukthi are valid Pramanas. 

 



 

“akhilaamnayaikavedyo harih” –  

All the Vedas state the auspicious qualities of the Supreme Being. Every letter in 

the Vedas do so.  “Vedaischa sarvairahamEva vEdyah” – is a text in Geetha. Vedas have 

many meanings – one of which speaks about the qualities and forms of the Supreme 

Being. Another describes other gods and the Karma kanda – the Vedic Dos and Donts. 

The latter is also stated, as performance of such rituals leads to Anthahkarana shuddhi or 

purification of the mind, which leads to knowledge of the qualities of God. The main 

purport of the infinities of Vedas is therefore to describe the auspicious qualities of the 

Supreme Being. This is the conclusion of Acharya Madhva. 

It is our own experience that the Prameyas (Tenets) of Madhva Shasthra are 

completely defectfree (Nirdushta) and extremely superlative and important (Utthama).  

These are well described by Sri Vadiraja in Yukthimallika – 

“AnthE siddhasthu siddhAnthah madhvasyAgama yeva hi” 

The tenets are uncontradicted by any Shasthra or Yukthi and are absolutely 

flawless. This has been stated by Sri Vyasaraja, Sri Vadiraja and other Jnanis.  We have 

also come to the same conclusion based on actual experience after studying the Shastras.  

Therefore all of us should try our utmost to learn the Prameyas of Madhva Shasthra, offer 

our sincere devotion to God and secure His grace to achieve redemption. We should 

make proper use of the birth as a human being with intellect and capacity to learn and 

understand gifted by God. Inspite of being given a human body with intellect, good 

health and opportunities, if we do not understand Madhva Shasthra and waste our life, we 

may get only inferior lives like those of birds and animals in future. God will be 

displeased at our wasting such a wonderful opportunity of a human life not being used to 

learn about Him and Madhva Shasthra, that He will decide not to give us such lives in 

future and put us into the forms of birds and animals. Therefore, we should be careful to 

do our best and make use of our lives to the maximum extent possible to understand the 

Madhva Shasthra, the greatness of God preached by Acharya Madhva, leading to His 

grace and our being redeemed from samsara.  This is our sincere and emphatic advice 

to all of you. 

Note : The Translator is painfully aware that the conviction, earnestness, kindness 

to his fellow men and sincerity of our beloved Guru has NOT been brought out 

adequately in this translation. May this serious shortcoming be made up by the grace of 

the Lord and the blessings of Acharya Madhva and his Parampara, of which Sri Palimaru 

swamiji is a distinguished saint. 

“AcharyAh srImadAcharyAh santhu mE janmajanmani.  

           

   

 


